Abstract-This discovery of operator is similar to derivative of a function, but this is to derivative of a matrix function. This operator is bringing yet another expansion series to a function. This expansion series can be used to approximate wider range of the values.
I. INTRODUCTION
The matrix multiplication of n x n and n x 1 will give n x 1 matrix. If we expand n x 1 further in to another n x n * n x 1 matrix, we get n x n * n x n * n x 1 and keep on extending, we get an expansion series.
II. DERIVATION
Let there be a 2 x 1 matrix, and, operator [] to the matrix is ∶ Since * ∶ * = ∶ ℎ ≠ 0, * * is also which is ∶ ∝ = ∝ this makes identity no 2 If ∝ = ℎ , which equates to ∶ = ( * + * ) ∶ ( * + ℎ * ) then = * ( * + * ), = * ( * + ℎ * ) for any ≠ 0 and if you substitute value of and to the equation, ∝ = ( * + * ): ( * + * ) then one can prove that, ( * + * ) ∶ ( * + * ) = ( * * + * * ) * + ( * * + 
Hence this equation satisfies for any ( ) and ( ) when = .
Let us find what is ( ) and ( ) when x approaches either 
And we can keep expanding these to get a series. For that let us work on the operators needed.
Let the operator,
if ( * − * ) ≠ 0 →, ≠ which is identity no 5.
As a special case to identity no 5, if = 0, = 1, = 1, = 0, then one can prove that ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
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And then operator, (
Let it be operator ( ) ( ) # Also the inverse operator using identity 4 to
Using identity no 2 on dividing ( − ) * ( − ), we will get ( )
and Let it be the operator as
Using these operators, we can expand the ( ) ( ) to the following series which is identity no 6.
And can be limited until ( ) ∶ ( ) = where is a constant.
Using identity no 4 to above identity no 6, one can prove that,
We can arrive at
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which is identity no 7.
Using Identity no 6, one can prove for , , … , * as
Which is identity no 8.
Let the operator
And also the operator, 
and let it be operator ( ) ( ) # #…# * If we also expand identity no 8, further as we did in identity no 6, we will get the following series.
# #…# * And limit to terms until ( ) ∶ ( ) = where is a constant which is identity no 9.
Instead of even terms, if we have odd terms, then also, we can construct matrix operators as follows:
For the first term alone we need to have the matrix operator as,
where , can be any constant and
and remaining terms will be even and hence there after even terms can be used for the operator as given in identity no 8. I.e.)
We can also get what are , . Using identity no 2, by dividing ( − ), we get
) and on substituting = ∞,
Hence One can prove that, if Using these operators, Identity no 8 can be expanded for odd numbers as given below.
Which is identity no 11.
And similarly identity no 9 will be expanded for odd numbers as below.
And limit to s terms until ( ) ∶ ( ) = where k is a constant which is identity no 12.
Using identity no 12, if we expand only for the term alone then we gets special expansion as follows to identity no.13:
( ) for = , , … , ∞ and after substituting
Expansion series will be as given below. In identity no 6, If
then we need to expand the series like following, and let operator,
then we need to expand the series like following,
Which is identity no 14.
Since ∶ = ∶ , ℎ = and using Identity no 6 or Identity no 13, Let right hand side expands to
where ( )=numerator and ( ) =denominator If ( ) is a polynomial of degree and ( ) is a polynomial of degree then above series, expands up to maximum ( , ) terms and the last term is constant.
For other functions using identity no 13, we can limit to where ( ) ∶ ( ) is almost constant or can be nearer to ∞ . Similarly using identity no 6, we can limit to where ( ) ∶ ( ) is almost constant or can be nearer
) , then can be nearer to , which leads nearer to and we can expand to instead of . This is identity no 15.
Similar concept of 2 x 1 matrixes can be expanded to m x 1 matrixes to all the identities above which is identity no 16.
For example, for identity no 6, m x 1 matrix will be, 
And r can be expanded until ( ) ∶ ( ): … : ( ) = where k is a constant. Where in following are the operators used
Similarly for identity no 13, m x 1 matrix will be
And can be expanded until ( ) ∶ ( ): … : ( ) = where is a constant. Where in following are the operators used for all = 1,2,3, … , + + 1. Let us say = + + 1, then for any natural number we can have multiple and as whole numbers. For example, if = 2, then ( = 0 = 1) ( = 1 = 0) . If in case = , then we can use the identity no 8 to get the variables. If in case ( = − 1) ( − 1 = ), then we can use identity no 11 to get the variables. For all other values of and , we can get after solving linear equations via matrixes.
If we can find these variables, then we can expand to the following series which is identity no 17,
Let us see examples of expansion series below.
For ( ) = + * ( − ) + + ℎ * ( − ) + * ( − ) and if ( ) = 1, then using identity no 13, matrix will be as follows: 
) and if ( ) = 1, then using identity no 6, matrix will be repeating after every two terms with all real numbers.
I.e.) ( ) ( ) = ( + * + ) * ( − ) ( + * + )
Thus these derivations can be used to expand any function into matrix multiplication series.
